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This book is divided into nine chapters: the first is

an overview of Bio-Inorganic Chemistry, the second is on general techniques, the third is devoted
to the s-block cations, the next five chapters deal
with transition-metal
chemistry, whilst the last
chapter crams together a cursory discussion of the
non-metals with some toxicology and medical
applications.
As a primer for research workers interested in
Bio-Inorganic Chemistry, I feel the text is often
superficial and has several serious deficiences.
In particular, when electron-transfer
proteins
and the metabolism of oxygen is discussed with
respect to energy production, no mention is made
of the mechanism for oxidative phosphorylation
and there is no reference to the complementary
process of photosynthesis, which is the cornerstone
of aerobic life.
In addition, the ‘non-metal’ p-block elements
are not well covered at all. Selenium enzymes are
ignored, iodine barely rates a mention, even
though it is critically important
in calcium
metabolism via the thyroid hormones. The general
chemistry of this group of elements is best discussed using free-energy/oxidation
state diagrams
(Ebsworth
diagrams)
particularly
nitrogen,
phosphorus, oxygen and sulphur and even carbon.
One gets the general feeling that much of the information is a little dated, since the majority of
references, in this rapidly changing field, are from
the middle to late seventies. Indeed, the work on
haemovanadins as possible 02 carriers has been
refuted, and more recent articles on haemoglobin
and myoglobin are available. The importance of
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nickel in hydrogenases and the metabolism of carbon monoxide is not mentioned. Calmodulin is
treated very superficially,
whereas it is well
characterized as a calcium modulator protein in
cellular processes. Furthermore, it is a pity more
space was not devoted to a discussion of the
Na+/K+ pump and its importance in nerve
function.
Iron-storage and transport proteins are discussed, but unfortunately the overall metabolism
of iron is neglected, whereas this would be a very
appropriate place to introduce the human gastrointestinal system to emphasize what we know of
the redox, complexing, acid-base and solubility interactions in the biosystem.
In the section dealing with metal toxicity, it is
not sufficient to enumerate toxic effects. More
detail explaining the chemical toxicology of heavy
metals is needed: for example, these elements
usually inactivate many enzymes by binding to
thiol residues on the protein; this can lead to
deleterious cross-linking reactions and often protein precipitation.
There are few typographical errors, but two
should be mentioned: on p. 136, fig. 5.5 has omitted the products of a cytochrome P-450 reaction,
and, on p. 177, the iron/oxygen redox equation
should be simplified to avoid confusion.
Overall, the book has some value as an introduction to Bio-Inorganic Chemistry, but in an area
where other monographs and texts are available, it
is not outstanding.
Colin Rix
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